LEARN HOW TO BECOME AN IMMIGRATION CONSULTANT
WWW.IMMIGRANT.COM
(818) 386-8407
See what these successful business owners have to say about Alan Kliff and his
immigration training course. You can learn what ethical Immigration Consultants
know and have a successful business.

Alan L. Kliff, Director
AK Immigration Consultants
Aida M. Vlught, Owner
The Immigration Center
North Hills, CA 91393 (818) 892-1132

I have worked in the immigration field for over 25 years. During that time, I
found there were some kinds of cases that I could not handle for my clients.
I was very pleased to develop a business relationship with Alan at AK
Immigration Consultants and refer those cases to him. This arrangement has
worked very well over the past 5 years. He is knowledgeable and works
successfully with my clients. I have never had anyone come back to me with
any issues with the service they received. I would recommend his course.

Ray Parsi
Business Owner
Former Consular Officer
(310)592-9998

I have known Alan for over 15 years when he was first trained in the
immigration business by my very good friend and business partner. Even
during the early years I could tell that Alan would do very well in the
immigration business. He learned the concepts fast and never doubted that
he would be successful. After the untimely death of my business partner, I
chose to work with Alan and refer my immigration cases to him for handling.
He absolutely knows what he is doing and pursues every avenue to get a
successful outcome for my cases. He has an excellent track record. We
have been working together for over 10 years. If you take a course with
Alan, you will absolutely be prepared for success in this business!
David Gonzalez
President & Co-founder
California Association of Immigration Consultants
Bloomington CA 92316

(323)270-8894

Alan Kliff was there from the very beginning of our organization. His
commitment to providing ethical services to the immigrant community is
unquestioned.
He has always advocated for continuing training and
education for those who work in this field. He is willing to lend his time and
talents to making sure that people who provide services to immigrants are
trained and bonded as required by the State of California. His knowledge and
skill in the field of immigration is solid, he knows what he is doing and he can
show anyone who is willing to do the work, how to be successful.

